Abstract: In this paper we shall show that there exists a polynomial unimodal map f: 0; 1] ! 0; 1] with so
Introduction
One of the central themes in the theory of dynamical systems is the concept of attractors. However, there is no complete consensus about the`correct' de nition of this notion. In particular it is not clear whether an attractor should attract a topologically big set or a set which is large in a metric sense.
So, if f: M ! M is a dynamical system de ned on a manifold M, then we could de ne a closed forward invariant set X to be a topological respectively a (ii) there exists no closed forward invariant set X 0 which is strictly included in X for which B(X) and B(X 0 ) coincide up to a meager set respectively up to a set of measure zero. T.N. was supported by the DFG, NWO, KBN 2 1090 01 91. Part of this work was done during a stay of SvS at Stony Brook. SvS would like to thank M. Lyubich and F. Tangerman for some useful discussions.
Here !(x) is the set of limit points of f n (x) as n ! 1. Moreover, we say that A is a residual (resp. meager) set if it is the countable intersection (union) of open dense (closed nowhere dense) sets. We call a set X a wild attractor if X is a metric attractor but not a topological attractor (for a discussion on these de nitions, see Mil] ).
If X is a periodic attractor, a hyperbolic attractor, a`Feigenbaum attractor' (see for example MS] and for the invertible case see GST] ), or one of the known strange attractors, see BC] , then X is both a metric and a topological attractor. Of course, there are some pathological cases: for example the horseshoe of a C 1 di eomorphism can have positive Lebesgue measure and certainly is no topological attractor, see Bow] ; so this is an example of a wild attractor. There are some other { less exotic { examples. Indeed, as was shown in Mi2], the map C 3 z 7 ! exp(z) is topologically transitive. Moreover, it was shown In this paper we present a polynomial interval map which has a wild attractor (a Cantor set) and such that the map is transitive on some interval. (In the terminology of GJ] the map is said to have an absorbing Cantor attractor.) More precisely, in our case M = 0; 1] and f is a smooth unimodal interval map { this means f has one extremal point { and for simplicity we shall also assume that f(0) = f(1) = 0. A prototype of such a map is f(x) = h 1 ? j2x ? 1j`i where > 0 is chosen so that f maps the interval 0; 1] inside itself and f has the so-called Fibonacci-type dynamics. We shall de ne this in the next section.
There are many publications in which it was conjectured that a smooth map f: Main Theorem. There exists`0 < 1 with the following property. Let f: 0; 1] ! 0; 1] be a C 2 unimodal interval map with a critical point c of order `0 and with the Fibonacci combinatorics. Then X = !(c) is a wild Cantor attractor for f.
In fact, X is a closed forward invariant minimal Cantor set with zero Lebesgue measure, such that its basin B(X) is meagre but has positive Lebesgue measure.
Here we say that c is a critical point of a C 2 map f if Df(c) = 0 and the order of the critical point is said to be`if there exists a C 2 di eomorphism between two neighbourhoods of c such that f (x) = f(c) ? jx ? cjf or x close to c.
In Str2] the previous theorem is used to show that there exists a topologically transitive polynomial map f: 0; 1] ! 0; 1] which has two intermingled Cantor attractors, thus showing that the phenomena from Kan] also appear in dimension one.
The Main Theorem gives examples of polynomial maps having a wild attractor. These examples can, if required, also have additional periodic attractors.
Corollary 1. There exists a unimodal polynomial map with a wild Cantor attractor X: the basin B(X) of X is a meagre set of positive Lebesgue measure. One can choose this polynomial map so that it has in addition a periodic attractor and so that B(X) is nowhere dense.
Proof of Corollary. First we remind the reader that any family of unimodal maps f : 0; 1] ! 0; 1] for which (x; ) 7 ! f (x) is smooth and for which 7 ! f (c) is onto (0; 1] is full. This means that within this family any combinatorial type can be found.
Clearly, the family (x) 7 ! h 1 ? j2x ? 1j`i satis es this fullness assumption. Hence there exists a polynomial map of this form (with` `0 and even) which has the Fibonacci dynamics. So X = !(c) with c = 1=2 is a wild Cantor attractor. In this particular case, the map will have no periodic attractors. Indeed, since this map has negative Schwarzian derivative, each periodic attractor has in its basin a critical point or a boundary point of 0; 1]. Because the critical point is contained in a minimal Cantor set, it follows that this map has no periodic attractors. Since f has no wandering intervals, it follows that B(X) is dense in this case, see Theorem AB in Chapter IV of MS]. Moreover, see the proof of Theorem 5.2 below, the set B(X) has full Lebesgue measure in this case.
To construct a similar polynomial map for which B(X) is nowhere dense, notice that one can take a full family of unimodal polynomials f : 0; 1] ! 0; 1] as above such that the orienatation reversing xed point of f is always attracting and which has a critical point of even order `0. Theorem. For each su ciently large even integer`there exists c 1 2 R such that the map f(z) = z`+ c 1 has the following properties:
(1) the set !(0) is a Cantor set with zero Lebesgue measure;
(2) the set of points z 2 C for which !(z) is contained in !(0) has positive Lebesgue measure; (3) the set of points whose forward iterates remain bounded has no interior.
In particular, the Julia set of z 7 ! z`+ c 1 has positive Lebesgue measure.
This map has the Fibonacci dynamics (to be de ned in the next section).
Some comments on the Main Theorem and its proof
In fact, the attractor X from the Main Theorem is equal to !(c) and this set has zero Lebesgue measure, From our theorem it follows that the possibility mentioned in the last case really does occur if`is large. In the quadratic case, i.e.`= 2, the results of L6] imply that Z is a metric attractor as well.
Any map with a wild Cantor attractor has no absolutely continuous invariant probability measure, because Lebesgue almost all points wander densely on the support of the measure by the Birkho Ergodic Theorem. If the Schwarzian derivative of f is negative and`= 2 then it is shown in LM] that f has an absolutely continuous invariant probability measure by showing that the summability condition from NS] is satis ed. In particular, f has no absorbing Cantor set in this case. The methods of proof in LM] are a mixture of real tools and tools from the theory of complex analysis and hyperbolic geometry. This result was generalized in KN]: in that paper it was shown that the same results hold for 1 <` 2 + provided > 0 is small. The tools in KN] are entirely based on real estimates, and also no use is made of NS] (because the summability condition fails if`> 2).
As mentioned, our result implies that f has no absolutely continuous invariant probability measure for`large. In fact, as Henk Bruin has shown in Br], this already follows from Proposition 3.12.
We expect that the methods of this paper can be extended to show that for Fibonacci maps of`bounded type' (a notion which we shall discuss in the section about the combinatorial properties of Fibonacci maps) with a rather at critical point, the same result holds.
Let us now give an outline of the proof that !(x) is equal to the Cantor set !(c) for Lebesgue almost all x.
First we will show that there exists a nested sequence of intervals (u n ;û n ) containing c and that the size of the annulus A n = (u n ;û n )n(u n+1 ;û n+1 ) is very small compared to the size of (u n+1 ;û n+1 ) if the order`of the critical point is large.
Next we let I n ;Î n be the components of A n and show that some iterate f Sn of f maps I n di eomorphically inside k n?2 (I k Î k ) and that this map is not`too' non-linear. Because of the above this implies that`most' points are mapped closer to c by this iterate.
Finally, we combine the rst two arguments and a kind of random walk argument to show that typical points are in the basin of !(c). Let us denote by z k the nearest point to c in the set f ?S k (c). It should be clear from the context whether z k is to the left or right of c. Moreover, for x 2 0; 1] let us write x f = f(x) (usually, x will be close to c and so x f close to c f = f(c)). (1) f is non-renormalizable; (2) c S k and c S k+2 are on opposite sides of c. 
where t f k > c f and f S k ?1 (T k ) = (c S k?2 ; c S k?4 ) (note that t f k is not the f-image of some point t k , so this notation is just to suggest that t f k is close to c f ). (7) T k ; : : : ; f S k ?1 (T k ) has intersection multiplicity 3 (this means that each point of 0; 1] is contained in at most 3 of these intervals).
Proof. The proof of these results can be found in KN] and LM]. In order to be complete we give the proof here also. From the fact that c ?1 exists it follows that f has an orientation reversing xed point q. Let us de ne inductively a sequence of points u n as follows. Let u 0 = q and let us de ne u n+1 to be the nearest point to c with u n+1 2 f ?Sn (u n ) so that u n+1 is on the same side of c as c S n+1 . In particular, u 1 =û 0 =q.
Moreover, letũ k+1 be the point in fu k+1 ;û k+1 g which is on the same side of c as u k . These points were also used in KN] . In fact, Martens in his thesis Mar] and Yoccoz in his work on local connectivity of the Mandelbrot set used the same points.
Furthermore, let y n = f Sn (c S n+2 ) ; y f n = f(y n ): (1) f Sn (u n+1 ) = u n and f Sn (u n ) = u n?2 ; (2) in particular, f Sn maps (ũ n+1 ; u n ) di eomorphically onto (u n ; u n?2 ) (note that this last interval contains c);
(3) the points u f n , c f Sn , c f Sn+S n+2 , y f n and z f n are ordered as in the picture below (we state the ordering near c f rather than near c so that we do not need to be careful about on which side of c these points lie).
Proof of Proposition 2.2. The proof of these statements can be found in KN], but we shall include the proof here for completeness.
(1) f Sn (u n+1 ) = u n by de nition, and by using the de nition twice f Sn (u n ) = f S n?2 f S n?1 (u n ) = f S n?2 (u n?1 ) = u n?2 . Finally, we come to the relative position of u f n . We prove by induction that u f n 2 (y f
f S 
The estimates
In this section we shall estimate the rate of approach of the sequences u f k ; c f S k ; z f k to c f . The basic tool is that of the distortion of cross-ratios. Df(x) jf(x) ? f(c)j=jx ? cj = 1 near x = c. We shall use these facts repeatedly.
3a. The cross-ratio and the Koebe Principle when Sf < 0 Let j t be intervals and let l; r be the components of t n j. Then the cross-ratio of this pair of intervals is de ned as C(t; j) := jtj jlj jjj jrj :
Let f be a smooth function mapping t; l; j; r onto T; L; J; R di eomorphically.
De ne B(f; t; j) = jTj jJj jtj jjj jlj jrj jLj jRj = C(T; J)
It is well known that if Sf = f 000 =f 0 ? 3(f 00 =f 0 ) 2 =2 0 then B(f; t; j) 1. Moreover, if Sf < 0 then Sf n < 0 for each n 2 N . Most inequalities in this paper are based on versions of this cross-ratio inequality. For example, let Sf < 0 and t be an interval so that fjt is a di eomorphism. If j t is reduced to a point x then, using the notation from above, jDf(x)j jLj=jlj jrj=jtj:
Similarly, if l is reduced to the point y then jDf(y)j jJj=jjj jTj=jRj:
Moreover, we shall use the well-known Koebe Principle. Let us say that an interval T contains a -scaled neighbourhood of an interval J T if each component of T n J has at least size jJj.
Proposition 3.2. Koebe Principle if Sf < 0] Let f be a C 3 map with Sf < 0. Then for any intervals j t and any n for which f n jt is a di eomorphism one has the following. If f n (t) contains a -scaled neighbourhood of f n (j) then (3.1) jDf n (x)j jDf n (y)j 1 + 2 :
for each x; y 2 j.
3b. The Koebe Principle in the C 2 case
Now we shall derive some results which we will only need if f does not satisfy the negative Schwarzian derivative condition, because otherwise the results of the previous subsection are su cient for the rest of the paper. Therefore, the reader might want to skip this subsection at rst and continue with section 3c.
Firstly we shall need that the cross-ratio cannot be decreased too much by a C 2 map f with non-at critical points. We should remark that if we take t n to be the maximal interval containing c 1 on which f Sn?1 is a di eomorphism, then from Proposition 2.1, In fact, we shall also have to apply the Koebe Principle to iterates of f which are large compositions of maps of the form f S i and we have to nd a bound for the constant O which then appears. In this case we do not have a bound as in (3.3). However, we shall be able to bound the term O n from the Koebe Principle above in this situation by using the next proposition. Proposition 3.6. Let f be a C 2 map with non-at critical points dened on some compact interval. Then for each ; S > 0 there exist constants ; ; S 0 > 0 such that the following holds. Let x be a recurrent point of f, let U be an interval neighbourhood around x of size at most and D U be some It is no restriction to assume that f is de ned on an interval of size at most one. Fix and K. Since f is C 2 each periodic point p of f of su ciently large period k is repelling, see MS] Theorem IV.B]. In particular, provided > 0 is su ciently small, each periodic point in the -neighbourhood U of the recurrent point x is repelling. For this reason we shall be able to apply To prove that this is su cient, letT J be an interval such that F n?1 jT is a di eomorphism and such that F n?1 (T ) is a -scaled neighbourhoods of F n?1 (J) = f^s(J) = I k 2 I 0 . If (3.5) holds, then one has from Lemma 8.3 in Str] that there exists an interval T with J T T for which In order to prove that (3.5) holds, we rst claim that there exists < 1 such that (3.9) if J 2 I 1 is contained in I i 2 I 0 then jJj jI i j. This holds since F(J) is equal to an interval I k 2 I 0 while properties 2) and 3) imply that there exists an interval J 0 with J J 0 I i for which F(J 0 ) is contained inside a =2-scaled neighbourhood of F(J) = I k and for which a de nite proportion of F(J 0 ) is outside F(J) = I k . Moreover, because of 4) and the Koebe Principle there exists a universal constant K 0 < 1 such that sup x;y2J 0 jDF(x)j jDF(y)j K 0 :
Combining this proves (3.9).
By using a`telescope argument' we can improve this statement and show by induction that there exists < 1 such that for each n 2 N there exists > 0 such that if jUj < , J 2 I n and J is contained in I i 2 I 0 then (3.10) jJj n jI i j:
For n = 0 there is nothing to prove. So assume the statement holds for n ? 1 and consider J 2 I n . If F n jJ = f j and T J so that f j jT is a di eomorphism and f j (T ) is a -scaled neighbourhood of f j (I) = I k 2 I 0 then where o(t) is a function so that o(t) ! 0 if t # 0. Here we have used respectively property 4) and the previous Lemma 3.5. (We should note that f n (J) U and so jf j (J)j = jF n (J)j (1 + 2 )jUj (1 + 2 ) .) Hence, by the Koebe Principle, there exists K 1 (which only depends on ) such that for each n (3.12) jDF n (x)j jDF n (y)j K 1 for all x; y 2 J provided is su ciently small. (To get K 1 uniform we shrink for increasing n; by (3.11) and (3.2) this avoids the constants in the Koebe Principle to grow.) Now F n?1 maps each element of I n?1 di eomorphically onto some element of I 0 and each element of I n onto an element of I 1 . From this, (3.12) and (3.9) it follows that each element J of I n is a de nite factor smaller than the element I 2 I n?1 containing J. This proves (3.10). Now of course (3.10) does not su ce because (and therefore the size of U) depends on n. Therefore, let us x n 0 so large that for each x 2 J provided jf j (J)j = jG i (J) jUj is su ciently small. (This last inequality implies that = max jf i (J)j is small when is small.) Hence, if some interval returns then its size has increased by a uniform factor; as we shall now show this implies the total length of the intervals remains bounded.
Indeed, consider again J 2 I kn 0 . Then We shall use boldface letters to indicate the distance to the critical point (or value), so d n = jd n ? cj; and d f n = jd f n ? c f j:
This notation will also be used for the points we de ned before, namely t f n is the critical point of the monotone branch of f Sn?1 near c f lying on the other side of c f than c (and therefore than z f n as well). The critical value corresponding to t f n is c S n?4 = f Sn?1 (t f n ). De ne as before z n = c ?Sn and z f n = f(z n ) where z n could be either to the left or the right of c depending on the context. Moreover, remember that we de ned y n = f Sn (c S n+2 ) and y f n = f(y n ) Proof. We use the cross-ratio for f Sn?1 with l shrunk to a point l = fa f g and j = (a f ; c f ) and r = (c f ; t f n ). The result follows taking % f depending on 9 consecutive k: m ? 7 k < m + 2.
The next lemma prepares the last tool in this subsection. It describes the estimation (both ways) of Df Sm (c f ). Lemma 3.11. We have for large m
Proof. We use the same trick as in Lemma 3.8.
For one side we use the cross-ratio for f Sm?1 on l = (z f m ; c f ), r = (c f ; t f m ). 
and this is bounded away from 0 uniformly in n.
The main result of this section is the nally the following theorem.
Theorem 3.14.
and u f n u f n+1 are bounded and bounded away from one for all`and n large enough. In particular, there are constants C 1 ; C 2 for which C 1 jd n ? u n j ju n ? cj ; jd n ? d n+1 j jd n ? cj ; ju n ? u n+1 j ju n ? cj
Proof. Follows from the previous two results and the fact that f has a critical point of order`at c. 4. The random walk argument
In this section we shall state and prove an abstract result about the evolution of typical points under a (nearly) Markov map with a kind of random walk structure. So let (X; F; m) be some space with probability measure m and -algebra F. Let A = fA k : k = 0; 1; 2; : : :g denote a partition of X into Fmeasurable sets, and let F: X ! X be a F-measurable transformation. We denote A n = W n?1 k=0 F ?k A. Observe that A is a Markov partition for F if and only if F k H is an element of A for each H 2 A k+1 and each k 0. In order to make the following proposition most widely applicable we shall not assume that F is strictly Markov but formulate instead some restrictions on iterates of the measure m. Furthermore, even if F is topologically Markov, the nonlinearity of its branches still prevents F to be also measure theoretically Markov. Therefore we do not use in our proof a Markov-like model but instead a more exible martingale construction. As a general reference to the theory of martingales we give Sto]. Let F n be the -algebra generated by the partition A n+1 . Then ' F n is F n -measurable, i.e., E ' F n jF n ] = ' F n : De ne a stopping time : X ! N f1g by where we used (4.1) for the inequality. If (x) n, then E Z n+1 jF n ](x) ? Z n (x) = 0. Note that in both cases E Z n+1 jF n ](x) Z n (x), i.e. (Z n ; F n ) n 0 is a submartingale with respect to . in view of (4.4). In particular, for -almost every x 2 f = 1g the trajectory x; Fx; F 2 x; : : : visits each element A k 2 A only nitely often.
Proof of the Main Theorem
In this section we shall complete the proof of the Main Theorem. So let f be a C 2 Fibonacci map with a critical point of order`. First we should remark that the complement of the basin of !(c) is a residual set. This can be seen as follows. From Theorem A in Chapter IV of MS] it follows that f has no wandering intervals (a wandering interval is an interval whose forward iterates are all disjoint and which is not in the basin of a periodic attractor). Moreover, f is not renormalizable and has positive topological entropy, see HK] . It follows that f is semi-conjugate to a tent-map of the form Hence, if we let A k = I k Î k (k 1), then A = fA k : k = 1; 2; : : :g is a partition of X = (u 0 ;û 0 ) (modulo a countable set), and F is Markov with respect to A.cũ k+1 u k u k?1
In this section we shall show that F and A satisfy the assumptions of We should remark that !(c) is not accumulated by periodic attractors, see MMS] or MS], so near !(c) these periodic attractors are`invisible'.
Consider a point x 2 X for which (F k x) k>0 visits each interval I n andÎ n at most nitely often, and denote by t 1 < t 2 < t 3 < : : : the sequence of times for which F k x = f t k x. We have to show that lim t!1 dist(f t x; ! f (c)) = 0.
Along the subsequence t k this holds as lim k!1 f t k x = lim k!1 F k x = c 2 ! f (c). Consider now t k < t < t k+1 and suppose that F k x 2 I n (or F k x 2 I n ). As f Sn is monotone on I n (and onÎ n ) and as f Sn (I n ) = f Sn (Î n ) is an interval contained in the union of the two central monotonicity intervals of f S n?2 , the interval V := f t?t k (I n ) = f t?t k (Î n ) is contained in the union of two adjacent monotonicity intervals of f S n?2 +t k+1 ?t . Furthermore, f t x 2 V , and as c S n+1 2 I n , V contains the point f S n+1 +t?t k (c) 2 ! f (c). Therefore dist(f t x; ! f (c)) jV j 2 S n?2 +t k+1 ?t 2 S n?2 , where k denotes the maximal length of a monotonicity interval of f k , and lim k!1 k = 0 because f is nonrenormalizable. Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let us show that we can apply Theorem 4.1.
Step 1: The rst condition of Before proving these inequalities let us show that they su ce. Indeed, using these inequalities, we can estimate (5. Since we have assumed that (5.8) fails, we can make sure that C 1 8 jH 0 j jHj is at most 1=2 by taking`su ciently large and therefore (5.9) becomes non-negative in this case.
So we need to prove (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6). By the estimates from Theorem 3.14 there exist constants C 1 ; C 2 2 (0; 1) such that for large`and large j, (5.10) In particular, since (1 + C=`) i e C for i `, there exist universal constants C 3 ; C 4 2 (0; 1) such that (5.11) C 3 jI r j jI r+i j C 4 jI r j for each integer i between ?2 and`(and the same holds forĨ r and A r because of the symmetry of f near c).
It follows from Proposition 2.1 that F satis es the following extension properties:
F n jH is of the form f m (in fact, f m is a composition of maps of the form f S i ) and therefore F F n = f Sr+m ; there exists an interval T H which is mapped by f Sr+m di eomorphically onto (c S r?2 ; c Sr ). Now note that we have the following Koebe inequality: if j T is an interval such that F n+1 (T ) = (c S r?2 ; c Sr ) contains a -scaled neighbourhood of F n+1 (j) then jDF n+1 (x)j jDF n+1 (y)j = jDf m (x)j jDf m (y)j O 1 + 2 where O < 1 is some universal number. (We shall refer to as the Koebe space.) If Sf < 0 this follows immediately from the Koebe Principle, see Proposition 3.2. In the general case it follows by combining the Koebe Principle 3.4 with Proposition 3.6. Indeed, the rst assumption of this proposition holds by de nition of F; assumptions 2) and 3) follow from the above extension properties and from the bounds from Theorem 3.14 (where is a constant which is independent of`); nally in assumption 4) the constant K can be taken as the intersection multiplicity 3 from Proposition 2.1.
Since jc S r?2 ?u r?2 j is of the same order as the size of I # r+i for i = ?2; ?1; 0 by Theorem 3.14, F n+1 maps some neighbourhood of each component of (the closure of) H i H i+1 di eomorphically to a de nite neighbourhood of one component of (the closure of) A r+i A r+i+1 for i 0. Hence this map has uniformly bounded distortion on each component of (the closure of) H i H i+1 . The images of H i and H i+1 are equal to the union of A r+i and A r+i+1 . Since each of the components of these sets has roughly equal size, see (5.11), the components of the sets H i and H i+1 on one side of c have roughly the same size. This proves (5.4). Similarly, one has that H # ?2 , H # ?1 and H # 0 have roughly equal length and thus we get (5.6).
Moreover, all the components of H i , 1 i `, and also the Koebe space are of the same order because of (5.11). Hence the Koebe space around the F n+1 -image of a component of (the closure of) H 0 H 1 : : : H i is of order 1=i provided 1 i `. It follows by the above Koebe inequality (and the Mean Value Theorem) that the ratio of the two expressions jA 0 j jH 0 j = jF n+1 (H 0 )j jH 0 j and jA i j jH i j = jF n+1 (H i )j jH i j is bounded from above by i 2 =C 6 where C 6 > 0 is uniformly bounded away from zero (and 1 i `). By (5.11) this implies (5.5).
Step 2: The second condition of Theorem 4.1 is satis ed. We need to
show that there exists M such that for any n 2 N and any H 2 A n+1 , Z H
